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Overview 

Cyber risk is an increasing problem for law firms of all sizes. In response to the evolving 
threat, the Registrars’ National Electronic Conveyancing Council (ARNECC) has 
introduced new (and updated) mandatory security requirements for all firms using 
electronic conveyancing. Requirements include training, policies, recruitment 
procedures and technical measures. 
 
The QLS Electronic Conveyancing Security Toolkit offers compliance in a box – 
everything your firm needs to meet the requirements in one convenient resource. 
 
This Toolkit contains a series of resources – training videos, checklists & template 
policies – all designed with law firms in mind to not only meet minimum standards but 
significantly improve your firm’s cybersecurity. Viewing the training units obtains 1.5 
CPD points and works through a series of practical steps that everyone in the firm 
needs to follow to keep your data safe. 
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Manager’s overview of the toolkit 
In this session, cyber security expert David Bowles walks through the mandatory requirements and how 
to use this toolkit to satisfy them. 
Jess Caire, Executive Mangaer, Stakeholder Engagement (QLD), Property Exchange Australia (PEXA) 
David Bowles, Special Counsel, Ethics, QLS Ethics and Practice Centre, Queensland Law Society 
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Module 1: Information Security Awareness Training 
Designed for all partners and staff, Module 1 introduce users to various cyber threats and clarifies the 
user’s role in protecting firm data and networks. Cyber expert David Bowles explains the importance of 
cyber policies and the need to familiarise and comply with them, providing examples of what can happen 
if failed to do so. This module outlines some of the most typical threats and how to defeat them. 
David Bowles, Special Counsel, Ethics, QLS Ethics and Practice Centre, Queensland Law Society 
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Module 2: Conveyancing platform user training 
This module takes us through the security obligations that apply to all staff who will access the electronic 
conveyancing system, including a summary of the mandatory background checks required. Cyber 
security expert David Bowles outlines how criminals might target electronic conveyancing, what to look 
for and basic steps that will make the attacker’s job much harder! 
David Bowles, Special Counsel, Ethics, QLS Ethics and Practice Centre, Queensland Law Society 

 
 


